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On Aug. 23, Brazil and Argentina are scheduled to sign agreements to expand bilateral cooperation
in several fields, including nuclear energy and space research. Argentine President Carlos Menem
was to arrive in Brasilia Aug. 22 for a three-day official visit, his first foreign visit as president. The
current phase of integration efforts between the neighboring countries began in 1985 at Iguazu Falls,
site of the Itaipu hydroelectric power station, a joint construction project. Menem and Brazilian
President Jose Sarney have agreed to semiannual meetings to further the development of a common
market. The agreements include joint space research efforts, along the lines of an existing agreement
for nuclear energy cooperation, energy sharing in case of emergencies, and preliminary studies
for a 600-km. natural gas pipeline from Argentina to Brazil. Brazilian officials in Rio de Janeiro
cited by UPI on Aug. 20 said that Brazil has also proposed "linguistic integration" program via the
simultaneous instruction of Spanish and Portuguese in schools located near the border in both
countries. According to official news agency Radiobras, the proposal is to be presented by governor
of the Brazilian state of Santa Catarina, Pedro Ivo Campos. Radiobras said Menem and Sarney
would also discuss Argentine use of two Santa Catarina ports Itajai and Sao Francisco do Sul , and
expansion of railway freight and passenger traffic between Santa Catarina state, and the bordering
Argentine province of Missiones. Campos said the establishment of a direct bus route between
Posadas, the capital city of Missiones, and Florianopolis, capital of Santa Catarina, would also be
discussed in the interest of expanding tourism. (Basic data from UPI, 08/20/89; Noticias Argentinas,
AFP, 08/21/89)
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